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Ø Introduction
As George A. Sheehan Quoted: “Sport is where an entire life can be compressed into
a few hours, where the emotions of a lifetime can be felt on an acre or two of ground,
where a person can suffer and die and rise again on six miles of trails through a New
York City park. Sport is a theatre where a sinner can turn saint and a common man
become an uncommon hero, where the past and the future can fuse with the present.
Sport is singularly able to give us peak experiences where we feel completely one
with the world and transcend all conflicts as we finally become our own potential.”
With the aim of protecting the ownership, Intellectual Property Rights have been
adopted by many industries worldwide. Whenever an idea is created by labour and
hard work, need for its protection automatically arises. Intellectual Property Rights
provide an incentive to the individual for new creations. The IP Rights protect the
expression of an idea and not the idea itself. In this article we will discuss the Role of
IPR in Sports Industry, Conflict Of IPR under Sports law, Copyright in International
Dimension, WIPO treaty etc.
Ø Introduction to Sports
Sport could be a platform for international development. As a Social Security,
whether or not it's relating to taking part as a recreational recreation, competitive
enjoying at amateur levels, the elite and chiefly skilled level or in terms of spectating,
sport assumes Brobdingnagian cultural significance. Today, sports have achieved
such a lot essence that it's a multi-million greenback trade. Each men and ladies have
to be compelled to perform beneath astounding circumstances, and astonishing
pressure and infrequently would have to be compelled to sacrifice alternative areas of
their life.
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Sports became a big a part of any society. Sports transcend faith, caste and creed.
The importance that our society attaches to sports is unimaginable. After all, is cricket
a game or a religion? The individuals of our country have allowed sports to urge
utterly out of hand.”
Ø Introduction to IPR
Intellectual Property Rights is the protection of concepts. It protects real business
assets. All human accomplishments have its origin in a concept. For the invention of
any style of endeavour a concept is concerned, be it the name of a corporation,
creation of labor or maybe within the use of an innovative sporting technique or piece
of kit.
An idea is formed by labor and laborious work; hence the requirement for its
protection arises. The person has conjointly been given imagination and creativeness.
Once an individual goes public together with his work, there's no recourse which
might stop others from victimization and misusing the work, while not paying the
creator or maybe providing correct acknowledgement.
Intellectual property rights are accepted worldwide. It provides an incentive to the
individual for brand spanking new creation. It conjointly ensures that there's a cloth
reward for the work place in. Material possession Rights defend the expression of a
concept and not the concept itself. Locke’s natural rights theory explains this. John
Locke mentioned the Triadic relationship between the Author, Work and therefore the
Public. He states that with the assistance of labor of one’s body, with the work of his
hand accessorize to one thing already gift in nature would become his own property.
Intellectual property rights are terribly valuable to those concerned in sports for
sustenance. AN individual’s material possession right is his prime plus. Providing
such protection permits him to extend his market and amplify earnings. Such rights is
in numerous forms, like protection of Sporting slogans and mottoes, Sporting
Techniques, Sports Clubs Names, etc. typically the validity of protection below IPR is
questioned since the planet is currently moving towards free movement of products
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and services and providing protection enforces trade barriers, nevertheless
Governments do enable IPR protection since it permits individuals to come back up
with new concepts and innovations. Unless a concept is satisfactorily protected in its
early stages, it's unlikely that it might be successful in its maturity stage for its owner.
Ø Scope of Intellectual Property Right
The scope of property Rights is Brobdingnagian within the sporting arena.
Information Rights are unconditional in virtually each element of the sports trade.
They begin from Patents that encourage technological advances that lead to higher
sporting instrumentality. emblems and styles contribute to the distinct identity of
events, groups and their gear. Copyright-related rights generate the revenues required
for broadcasters to speculate within the expensive endeavor of broadcasting of sports
events to fans everywhere the planet.
Example - A sports shoe may be shielded by many informatics rights like Patents
shield the technology wont to develop the shoe; styles shield the "look" of the shoe;
emblems distinguish the shoe from similar product and protect the "reputation" and
"brand" of the shoe; and Copyright protects any design and audiovisual creations
wont to publicize the shoe. Further, the informatics Rights also are related to several
different aspects of sporting business, like event promotions, athletes, support deals,
broadcasting and mercantilism.
Commercialization of Sports is one among the foremost promising areas that have
else to individual gains and additionally contributed to the economic process of the
country. Nowadays property Rights are used as selling tools toward the disapproval of
games and connected events, sports clubs, teams, celebrity standing that dead flip
need protection to stop any complications which will arise in future.
Although there are several benefits of informatics protection in sports trade, however
there are immense issues likewise. It will be higher beneath-stood by a case study of
the International Olympic Committee (IOC) whereby the Olympic image has been
protected under national capital accord on the Protection of the Olympic image, that
follows the strict rules governing the usage of the image, that affects different areas of
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disapproval for the games likewise. Because of such demanding rules, several firms
realize it tough to use the Olympic image as a region of their selling strategy. These
firms then resort to "AMBUSH marketing". Ambush selling is that the term used once
a whole try to tie itself to an out sized event, while not being a sponsor of the
aforementioned event. This suggests the whole or company avoids paying fees,
however succeeds in generating business revenue from their actions. As an example,
within the 1996 Summer athletic competition, Greek deity attained a extremely
sure-fire effort of ambush selling with its golden shoes that archangel Jordan wore
once he competed and won the gold within the 400-meter footrace. Greek deity took
heat from the athletic competition Committee for the PR stunt, and also the incident
became the bottom for the IOC to enact strict rules to form it extraordinarily onerous
for non-sponsoring brands to cash in on Ambush selling at the athletic competition.
In the sports trade, a sequence of title has connection in sports agreements that
incorporate the legal unleash of the talent of the sport, so their work, images,
temperament rights, etc., will be utilized by another for profit. In sports leagues just
like the Indian Premier League (IPL), Hockey Asian country League, Indian court
game League, Pro-Kabaddi, Indian Super League, varied groups are shaped, that are
closely-held by people or partners. groups are oversubscribed to different people or
partners and in such an occasion the chain of title becomes a problem, so as to
determine the title in trademark, copyright and varied different IPRs which can kind a
region of such an occasion.
Ø Intellectual Property Rights in Sports
Granting belongings rights to sports move is unquestionably a controversial topic.
Sporting movements don't constitute the normal topics under belongings laws, and so
even nowadays, lacuna exists. IPR typically excludes from its compass any act that is
caused to be done by the organic structure, like surgical moves, however sporting
movements are far more than that. Several foreign authors have extensively written
concerning protection of sports moves underneath the compass of IPR, however
literature lacks in Republic of India about identical.
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Sports move may be a combination of art, ability and judgment, which provides it’s
inventor/creator a new advantage over their opponents. This move typically decides
the fate of the sport and hence providing special protection to the questionable
“signature moves” becomes a necessity.
Ø WIPO and Phonograms Treaty
The WIPO Performances and Phonograms written agreement (WPPT) deals with the
rights of 2 varieties of beneficiaries, notably within the digital environment:
(i) performers (actors, singers, musicians, etc.); and
As so much as performers square measure involved, the written agreement grants
performers economic rights in their performances fastened in phonograms (not in
audiovisual fixations, like motion pictures):
(i) the proper of reproduction;
(ii) the proper of distribution;
(iii) the proper of rental; and
(iv) the proper of creating on the market.
As to unfixed (live) performances, the written agreement grants performers:
(i) the proper of broadcasting (except within the case of rebroadcasting);
(ii) the proper of communication to the general public (except wherever the
performance may be a broadcast performance); and
(iii) the proper of fixation.
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The written agreement conjointly grants performers ethical rights, that is, the proper
to assert to be known because the entertainer and also the right to object to any
distortion, accidental injury or different modification that will be prejudices to the
performer’s name.
In the US, the Federal law (i.e.) the Copyright Act of 1976 states that four conditions
should be met so as to assert for copyright protection, namely:
1) The work should be fastened in an exceedingly tangible type
2) The work should be original
3) The work should be artistic and
4) The work should be at intervals the topic matter of Copyright.
Ø Position in India
In India, Sports moves can not be protected below the Copyright Act as a primary
work, like in UK, however it is protected as a single right or a near

right below the

Copyright Act. This can be done through the thought of “performers rights”. Before
the 1994 change Act to the Copyright Act, no such protection to performers was
awarded. The 1994 change Act intercalary Section 2 (q), Section 2 (qq), Section thirty
eight and Section thirty-nine and that restrained Performers Rights. Section 2(q)
outlined “performance” to mean any visual or acoustic presentation created live by
one or a lot of performers.
Section 2(qq) outlined “performer” to incorporate associate degree actor, singer,
musician, dancer, acrobat, juggler, conjurer, performing artist, someone delivering a
lecture or the other one that makes a performance. Sports persons aren't mentioned
specifically. The 2012 change Act intercalary Section thirty-eight A and Section
thirty-eight B, that deals completely with the Performers’ Economic and ethical
rights.
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Since, Sports persons aren't expressly mentioned, there arise lacunae on whether or
not the area unit in reality “performers” and even the judiciary has conjointly not
cleared this ambiguity. Section 2(qq) is associate degree comprehensive definition,
which means that once used, enlarges which means of the word outlined thus on
comprehend not solely such things given, however might embody those things that
the clause declares that they shall embody. Associate degree example of this can be
sports persons.
Such persons aren't expressly given below the higher than definition however is also
taken into it by following the rule of “ejusdem generis”. Once specific words referring
to a category, category, or genus area unit followed by general words, the final words
area unit constructed as restricted to things if identical kind as those such. The
law-makers uses general terms to denote such objects.
Who could be a performer? In straightforward terms, a performing artist is someone
World Health Organization entertains a crowd. Sports positively do match into this
definition. Within the maverick journal on-line the author wrote as follows: “We
within the sports business don’t sell the sport, we tend to sell distinctive, emotional
experiences. We tend to aren't within the business of commerce basketball. We tend
to area unit within the business of commerce fun and distinctive experiences.
India lacks a law regarding performers rights. Even if the 2012 change Act to the
Copyright Act intercalary a lot of rights to performers, they're still inadequately
protected. The primary issue is that the in keeping with Section 38(3) of the Copyright
Act, the economic rights of performers area unit protected solely till the work is
fastened. Once the performance is fastened, then the performing artist loses his rights.
Secondly, the economic rights of a performing artist area unit bonded below the
Copyright Act, however it can not be explicit

that characteristics like vogue,

persona, etc. come back below the reach of copyright work and thence such
performers’ can not be known as as “authors” for the aim of the Act.
These aspects area unit solely ideas and then area unit excluded from the Act. As an
example, taking sports moves. They're not copyright. Even the Performers Rights
below Copyright Act fails to think about rights in performances that area unit
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inherently not copyright. Hence, for such persons, no protection exists and then is
lacunae within the law. With the addition of ethical rights such performances will
claim protection, however not adequately. The economic and ethical rights below the
Act doesn't in any method mention however another performing artist mustn't copy
the performers right and then is lacunae of the Act.
The same justifications that area unit used for copyright is used for performers
additionally. Sports persons use their ability and judgement to return up win their own
“signature moves”. These signature moves offer the performers a competitive edge,
which can every now and then decide the fate of the sport. If such performers use
their labour, then shouldn’t or not, it's protected? Take the instance of Dhoni’s
eggbeater shot. within the on-line version of Z tv news of Dec 11, 2015, there have
been allegations that Kevin Pietersen, the English baseball player had derived Dhoni’s
eggbeater shot. This can be clearly not a topic matter of “work” below Section 2(y) of
the Copyright Act, however this belongs to Dhoni himself. Mistreatment Hegel’s
temperament Theory, his “Signature move” is associate degree extension of himself
and then his consent is needed for repetition or reproducing the move. Within the
same interview to Z tv news, Dhoni had explicit that he picked up this eggbeater shot
from taking part in ball cricket in his town and then meets the standards of being
“original”. Newer technology strategies have created repetition such moves easier and
then should be protected.
Another example is chess. Chess uses the mind, instead of a physical move. It uses the
ability and judgement a part of the mind to return up with a move which will lead to
his win. Copyrighting a move below Section 2(y) of the Copyright Act might not be
allowed, however it should be protected below Section thirty eight. The sport by itself
is a thought, whereas the moves area unit a variety of expression. Sometimes, it
should be that game is also duplicated, either inadvertently or style and then if Will a
pc be command accountable for infringement? clearly, the solution would be within
the negative. Then however will infringement be claimed by the author in such
circumstances? answer remains not clear as even the Copyright Act doesn't provides a
solution and neither have the Indian Judiciary shed light-weight on this
matter.copyright is given, then the author of the work will claim infringement. But,
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with technology and computers, several games area unit contend on a
computer-computer basis.
Ø Conflict of IPR under Sports Law
Various acts of infringements or unauthorized use of information, eventually result in
information disputes. With a rise within the business exploration of IPR in sports,
varied legal problems which will arise within the sports trade embody infringement of
emblems, whole abuse, mis-branding, misuse in dangerous religion, victimization the
name of a sports temperament while not permission or while not paying any license
tax or royalty; violation with reference to the proprietary merchandise, sports
equipment's, design in emblem, broadcasting while not license, piracy in audiovisual
recordings, infringement in message used, use of proprietary software package while
not license or royalty; infringement of style, use of style while not license, use of style
for promotion of different goods; and just in case of patents, the utilization of
proprietary technology while not authorization from the owner of the patent. These
problems will result in harm of goodwill, unfair trade practices, unfair competition
and business disputes that ultimately result in immense business losses that
successively defeats the principal purpose of exploring the business side of the sports
trade.
It is the requirement of the hour for the govt to formulate demanding laws for social
control of information rights in sports. The homeowners of intellectual properties
within the field of sports ought to bear in mind regarding the importance of
information and shield them by doing registration, getting correct licenses and
creating contracts so as to shield the worth of sports and sporting assets likewise as
actively protective property from infringement and abuse. Importance of legal written
agreement agreements should be known, and contract should be place in situ for
safeguarding all sorts of property created in sporting events, teams, individual players
etc., To shield all the stakeholders and their monetary interests. It suggested that
Asian country ought to come back up with sports business model that may build a
good information rights strategy that might address the utilization of patents,
trademarks, styles in sports likewise as use of domain names; and which might
additionally address media and broadcasting rights.
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Ø Conclusion
Even though India has ratified the WIPO Treaty on Performers Rights, there still
exists lacunae as to what all performers rights do come under the ambit of S.38 of the
Copyright Act. The paper discussed the issues with the right to sports moves, but still,
there are many more performers who are not included under the ambit of the Act. The
Copyright Act fails to consider intangible rights – distinct mannerism and style with
the the right to sports moves. This should be resolved so that more performers would
have the incentive to show off their talent and skill. Sports became a big a part of any
society. Sports transcend faith, caste and creed. The importance that our society
attaches to sports is unimaginable. After all, is cricket a game or a religion? The
individuals of our country have allowed sports to urge utterly out of hand.”
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